KIP 9900 System
22 ‘D‘ size prints per minute
600 x 1800 DPI Imaging Technology
4 Media Rolls with Sheet Feeder
Single & Dual Footprint Configurations
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KI P 9900
KIP 9900 Series Systems are exceptionally powerful print, copy and scan systems designed to provide
medium to high demand users with the ultimate in advanced technology, superior image quality and
reliable performance.
KIP 9900 Print Systems Features

KIP 9900 Multifunction Systems

Built to set a new productively benchmark in high production

The KIP 9900 systems combined with the KIP 720 scanner

environments, the KIP 9900 produces 22 ‘D’ size prints

handle the full spectrum of monochrome and color scanning

per minute - making it the fastest wide format production

applications making it ideal for technical imaging as well as full

system available.

color graphics. In addition, the KIP 9900 Multifunction Systems

Enhanced 600 x 1800 DPI Imaging Technology realistically

provide the capability to scan to network PCs, web based plan

renders accurate gray scale information and fine line capabilities

room applications, removable media drives or create color

to satisfy the most exacting quality standards. KIP 9900 Print

copies directly to inkjets from the touch screen user interface.

Systems address demanding print runs and compressed



delivery times with the highest quality expectations in virtually

Single, space saving system footprint with no need for
additional PCs

any digital imaging environment and can be easily upgraded



Create color copies & prints directly to inkjet printers

to incorporate monochrome and color copying and scanning.



Scan documents into a wide range of monochrome and



color file formats

600 x 1800 DPI Imaging Technology with 100% toner
efficiency



Integrated touch screen with advanced user management



KIP 7.0 software, application drivers, accounting software



PC and web based submission tools included with each
KIP 9900 system



Image presets with real time copy and scan previews
provide maximum quality control file formats

KIP Color Pro Software
This optional software package delivers advanced copying
and scanning features and also includes the ability to RIP
files to print. KIP Color Pro software provides advanced
color management features and professional image editing

KIP 9900 Production Systems
The KIP 9900 Series may be combined with the KIP 2300
high production scanner to produce the ultimate in mid to

tools that allow you to perform difficult tasks easily and with
consistent results from one job to the next.

high demand production systems. Superior image quality



Total control of the copying process

is achieved through by a combination of advanced camera



Full-featured scanning and
archiving

based image capture and new KIP Tru•Speed technology for
extremely high speed data throughput with no system pauses



Open and RIP files to Inkjet

or slow downs.



Multiple KIP scanner and printer support



Powerful tools to streamline usage

Exceptionally durable construction ensures reliability and

KIP 9900 Finishing Systems

consistent image quality for production environments


Dual mode scanning with thick document support



High speed data transfer with KIP Tru•Speed technology



Visual operator feedback system for production scanning



True 600 x 600 dpi optical resolution - 24 bit image capture



12 month optical system warranty

KIP Cloud Printing

The KIP 9900 Series are compatible with
a range of stacking solutions designed to
deliver print output just the way you want
it. From simple print catchers to intelligent online stacking
systems, KIP solutions can be easily tailored to suit your exact
needs, while maintaining the flexibility to grow as demands
increase.

KIP Cloud Printing delivers the ability to Email files to a KIP
systems for immediate or future viewing and printing. Simple

KIPFold 9900

key words can be used in the email body to specify printing

The KIPFold 9900 systems automate

instructions for each job set or file, helping mobile users to

document

stay productive.

providing folding, stacking and collation

finishing

requirements

by

in a compact design. The system is fully integrated with all
KIP copying and printing applications and drivers to provide
PRINT

seamless workflow integration.
The Color of KIP is Green
KIP is committed to product designs that promote environmental health and sustainability. Our goal is to consistently
improve and refine the technologies in KIP products that keep
our planet green.

THE COLOR OF
KIP IS GREEN
U.S.A.  (800) 252-6793  info@kipamerica.com  www.kip.com
Canada  (800) 653-7552  info@kipcanada.com  www.kip.com
For additional product specifications, please contact your Authorized KIP Dealer.
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